
Informational Website:
USGS: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/
    - Check out the latest and greatest information on
      earthquake science.
Lesson Plan Suggestion: (focused on earthquake damage)
http://www.teachingboxes.org/earthquakes/
   - Try Lesson 6 Activity 3: Earthquakes and Structural
     Failure. Students virtually construct a bridge to withstand 
     earthquake shaking (requires a computer w/internet)
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Location

The 7.0 magnitude Haiti earthquake occurred at 
7 km depth (focus) along a transform fault that 
runs through the country. The 8.8 magnitude 
Chile earthquake occurred at a depth of 35 km, 
and is related to the convergent plate boundary 
(subduction zone) running along the entire 
length of the western coast of South America. 

Event Description
Media coverage of the Haiti & Chile earthquakes reminded the 
world just how quickly earthquakes can cause massive devas-
tation and death. This is especially true in poorer countries 
where buildings are not retrofitted to withstand earthquake 
shaking. The Haiti earthquake heavily damaged the main 
airport, roads, hospitals, and other vital infrastructure - 
making it difficult to get aid into the country. With an 
approximate death toll of 230,000 the 2010 Haiti earthquake 
is estimated to be the 6th deadliest earthquake on record. 
The Chile earthquake is the 5th largest magnitude earthquake 
ever recorded. It occurred just off the Chilean coast and is 
related to the subduction of the Nazca plate under the South 
American Plate.

Targeted Arizona State Standards (7th grade)
Strand 6: Earth Science 

Concept 1: Structure of the Earth. PO3: Explain the following 
processes involved in the formation of the Earth’s structure 
(plate tectonics)

Concept 2: Earth's Processes and Systems. PO3: Analyze the 
evidence that lithospheric plate movements occur; PO5: Relate 
plate boundary movements to their resulting landforms 
(faults); PO6: Describe how earthquakes are measured.

Lesson Description
This lesson includes a slide show, short video, and KML files to 
be displayed in Google Earth. Try starting the lesson by 
showing only the Tectonic Boundaries layer in the KML file 
(click (+) to expand the KML and uncheck ‘earthquakes’). Ask 
students to predict where earthquakes occur on Earth. Display 
the earthquakes layers to check their predictions. 
USGS Real-time Earthquakes & Plate Boundaries (KML file):
   - Earthquake layer: real-time data showing earthquakes
     occurring in the past hour, day, & week. 
   - Tectonic Plate Boundaries layer: boundaries are color
     coded by boundary type.
Haiti Earthquake Data (KML file):
   - Specific info on Haiti quake: shakemap, fault trace, etc. 
Slide Show (12 slides): Information on where earthquakes 
occur, how they are measured, and specific info pertaining to 
the Haiti and Chile earthquakes. Although the Haiti earth-
quake was a lower magnitude earthquake compared to Chile, 
it had a greater death toll. See if the students can relate the 
economic situation in these countries (and building construc-
tion) to the relative devastation. 
Video (<1 min): shaking inside buildings during earthquakes. 
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TOPIC: Large earthquakes in Chile and Haiti

Event Dates
Haiti (main earthquake): magnitude 7.0 on January 12, 2010
Chile (main earthquake): magnitude 8.8 on February 27, 2010
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